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INTRODUCTION
Let X be a smooth cubic threefold in P4, S the (smooth) Fano surface
of the lines on X and A2(X) the group of one-dimensionale cycles on X
which are algebraically equivalent to zero modulo those rationally equiva-
lent to zero .
In case the ground field is the field of complex numbers Clemens and
Griffiths have studied the cubic threefold X and the Fano surface S
extensively, both in the smooth case and in the case that X has one
ordinary double point [6]. Clemens and Griffiths use besides algebraic-
geometric methods also transcendental and topological ones ; the key point
is the study of the intermediate Jacobian of X which is itself constructed
by transcendental means. Among other things it is shown in [6] that
this intermediate Jacobian of a smooth X is isomorphic to the Albanese
variety of S. The appendix of [6] contains also a result of Mumford
stating that the intermediate J acobian of a smooth cubic threefold X
is isomorphic to a certain Prym variety Pr (LI'ILl), where LI' is an unramified
double covering of a certain curve LI, of genus 6, which is itself related
to the lines on X . The papers [12], [13] and [14] contain a treatment
of a smooth cubic threefold X by algebraic and geometric means only,
valid over an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from 2.
The role of the transcendental intermediate Jacobian of [6] is replaced
now by the above mentioned group A 2(X) of cycle classes. In particular
it turn!'! out that the group A2(X) is isomorphic to the Prym variety
Pr (LI '/Ll) and also that this Prym is isomorphic to the Albanese variety
of S [14].
Our aim here is to analyze in characteristic *2 the situation when X
acquires one ordinary double point. In such case it is well known that
X is rational, we are interested in the relations between S and the double
covering LI ' ILl. The surface S is singular along a smooth curve Do, ordinary
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double curve for 8 [6, 7.8]; LI acquires one ordinary double point and
the covering LJ'/LJ stays etale. Desingularizing X we get a smooth threefold
Z, which is the blowing up of P3 along a sextic curve 0 (isomorphic to
Do) of genus 4. By this process the surface 8 is desingularized too and
becomes the symmetric product 0(2) of 0; LJ and LI' are normalized to
smooth curves LJ n and LJ~ of genus 5 and 9. The Prym variety of LJ~/LJn
has therefore dimension 4 and we show that it is isomorphic to the
Albanese variety of 0(2}, that is to the Jacobian J(O) of 0 which is also
the intermediate Jacobian J(Z) of Z. In the last part we observe that
it is possible to associate in a natural way to 8 an element G(8) of
Ext (J(O), Gm ), Gm being the multiplicative group. We call G(8) the
generalized Albanese variety of 8 and show that it is isomorphic to the
generalized Prym variety Pr of the double covering LJ'/LJ where again we
give a natural definition for Pr (LJ'/LJ).
To end we propose the following question. Is it possible to define a
"generalized linear equivalence relation" on the one-cycles of X (or better
on a subgroup of the one-cycles of Z) such that the quotient group of
the cycles algebraically equivalent to zero modulo this equivalence relation
is isomorphic to this generalized Prym variety Pr (LJ'/LJ) mentioned above 1
This would extend to intermediate Jacobians the algebraic construction
of the generalized Jacobians of curves.
Our paper consists of five sections. In section one we recall results
about X and 8 which appeared in [6]. In the second section we mimic
[12] and study the geometry of the curves LJ', LJ and of the surfaces 0(2)
and 8. In III we make a digression about the Chow group of the
desingularization of the blowing-up of a smooth threefold along a curve
with two ordinary double points. In IV we imitate again [12] and use
the results of sections II and III to prove the isomorphism between
Pr (LI~/LJn) and J(O). In V we recall some facts about the extensions of
abelian varieties by tori and show that the generalized Prym of LI'ILI
and the generalized Albanese of 8 are isomorphic.
We work over an algebraically closed field k of char # 2.
I) Let X denote a cubic threefold in P 4 with exactly one ordinary
double point xo, by which we mean that the projectivization of the tangent
cone to X at Xo is a smooth quadric surface. Clemens and Griffiths in
[6, 6 and 8] studied extensively this variety, here we recall briefly the
main results we need.
Denote by H a hyperplane in P4 which does not contain Xo, by Wo
the cone formed by the lines through Xo which lie on X and by Yo the
tangent cone to X at xo. By the very definition of ordinary double point
Q= Yo (') H is a smooth quadric surface; according to [6, lemma 6.5]
there is a smooth sextic curve 0 on Q, complete intersection of Q with
a cubic surface, such that Wo is the cone of base 0 and vertex xo. The
linear projection from Xo to H = P3 is a birational morphism which is
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not regular at Xo [6, 6.4]. Blow up P 4 at Xo and denote by Z the proper
inverse image of X, the linear projection extends to a regular morphism
e: Z ~ Pa [6, 6.4] and it can be seen that eis the blowing up of Paalong C.
There is a diagram
(1.1)
Qo = n-1(xo) is a smooth quadric surface [6, 5.8] which is isomorphic via
e with the quadric surface Q given above, both n : Z - Qo~ X - Xo and
e: Z-e-1(C)~ Pa-C are biregular morphisms.
Let S denote the Fano variety of the lines on X and for S E S put ls
to be the corresponding line. The set
DO={SES : xoEls}
is a curve on S which is isomorphic to C. In fact the Schubert variety
of the lines through Xo is isomorphic with Pa, the correspondence being
given by intersecting any such line with H, and under this isomorphism
the set of the lines in the cone Wo, i.e. the set Do, maps onto C. In
particular Do is smooth. If t E C we denote by It thc line through Xo and
t in P 4 , this notation is compatible with the identification of Do and C
just described.
According to [6, 7.8] S is an irreducible projective surface which is
not singular except along Do, which is an ordinary double curve for S.
Let 0(2) denote the smooth surface second symmetric product of 0 and
let B denote the surface of the bisecant (including tangent) lines to 0
in P a. We show that S, Band C(2) are birational.
There is a morphism
(1.2) y:C(2)~B
which associates to the point (t, t') in 0(2) the element y(t, t') of B such
that the line ly(t,t') *) in P a is the bisecant line through t and t' to 0,
clearly y is birational. There is another birational morphism
(1.3) A: C(2) ~ S
defined as follows [6, 8.3]. Let (xo, t, t') represent the plane through Xo
and ly(t,t '), since no plane lies on X (otherwise X would contain at least
four double points or points of higher multiplicity, cfr. [20, 5]), (xo, t, t')
*) Note that l.(SES) is a line on XC P4 while lY(/.V) is a line in P3, not on X.
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and X intersect properly and there is a unique point A(t, t') of S such that
X· (xo, t, t') = It+It' + lA(t,t').
By [6, 8.6] : (i) the restriction A: 0(2)-A-1(Do) ~ S-Do is an isomor-
phism, (ii) A(t, t') E Do ¢> y(t, t') is a trisecant line to O. A trisecant line
to 0 intersects the quadric Q in 3 points, hence lies on it. Conversely
every line on Q is trisecant to any cubic surface, hence also to 0 , which
is the intersection of Q with such a surface. For each point t E Q let Al(t)
(respectively ;.2(t)) represent the line in the first (second) ruling of Q
through t. If tEO then on Q
(1.4) i = 1,2
Define iu : 0 ~ 0(2) by f-lt(t)= (t;, t;) and put
(1.5) i = 1,2
The morphism f-lj: 0 ~ Do is the identification of 0 with Do described
before, therefore D, is isomorphic with Do (because i.: De~ Do is a
birational morphism and Do is a normal curve) . From above it follows
(1.6)
moreover D 1 () D2 =0, cfr . [6, 8.13] or [7].
If T is a closed subset of Pa (or X) then T- will denote its proper
transform in Z via e-1 (or n - 1 ) . As in [6, 8.7] we put
(1.7)
then
J(t , t') = ~ l~ (t,t·) if A(t,,,t').rt J?o , , "
~ t; (t,n +e-1(t ) If l1.(t , t ) E Do and l,.(t,nO = t + t +t ,
(1.8) e(J(t, t')) = l,.(t ,t') ; n(J(t, t')) = l,.(t,t')
The set
(1.9) J = {(z, y) E Z x 0(2): z E J(y)}
is a closed irreducible threefold, in particular the curves J(t, t') are all
algebraically equivalent. For completeness sake we proceed to give a
proof of (1.9)
(1.10) LEMMA . Given (t, t') the curve J(t, t') is the only set on Z with
the properties (1.8).
PROOF. Put V =e-1(l,.(t ,t'») () n-1(lA(t,t'»), it is elementary to see
V = J (t, t'), therefore J(t, t') is the largest set with properties (1.8), since
it clearly is also the smallest the lemma holds.
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Put
J'={(P,b)xPsxB: pElb}
J"={(X,S)EXXS: XEl8 }
(1.11) LEMMA. J' and J" are irreducible closed threefolds in P s x B
and X x S respectively.
PROOF. J' is closed because it is the restriction to P s x B of the
incidence divisor in Ps x Gr(2,4), it is irreducible of dimension 3 because
the morphism of projection J' ~ B has irreducible fibres of dimension 1
and B is an irreducible surface, cfr. [18, 1.6 Thm 8]. A similar proof
holds for J".
(1.12) PROPOSITION. J is an irreducible closed threefold in Z x 0(2).
PROOF. PutJO=J n ((Z-e-1(0)) x (0(2)-(D1 U D 2 ) ) ) . JO is isomorphic
via ex y (resp. n X 1..) with an open subset of J' (resp. J"). Let Jill be the
closure of JO in Z x 0(2) , Jill is irreducible (because J", hence JO is such).
We prove the proposition if we show Jill =J. Now
(1.13) (e x y)(JIII)= J', (n x I..)(J'") = J"
by properness and irreducibility. Defining J"'(t, t') =J"' n (Z x (t, t')) we
see that the set J"'(t, t') satisfies the properties (1.8) because of (1.13).
By (1.10) J'"(t, t') =J(t, t') so Jill =J.
II) By L2 we mean a linear plane in P4• As in [12] we put
(2.1)a
(2.1)b
F={SES:{f[L2 with L·X=2l8+lt ,
F'={mES:{f[L2 with L·X=lm+2lp,
t E S}
pES}
(2.2) LEMMA. F and F' are Zariski closed sets of S of dimension at
most 1.
PROOF. The same argument as in [12] applies: it is shown there that
F and F' arc closed sets without any condition of smoothness on X,
while it is proved that the dimension condition is true at the point S E F
(F') when no singular point of X lies on ls. Since the set of lines through
the singular point Xo is parametrised by Do, the dimension condition holds
also at these points.
(2.3) From now on we fix a line lo= l80 , So E S - (F u F' u Do). The set
of 2-planes through lo is parametrised by a copy of P2 , call it N . For
TEN let L T denote the corresponding plane. We have
(2.4)
K T = residual conic section and write
(2.5) L1 = {T EN: K T degenerates}
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(2.6) LEMMA. Ll is a quintic curve with exactly one multiple point To,
which is an ordinary double point. The plane L To is the plane through xo.
PROOF. The proof of [12, Prop. (1.22)] shows that Ll is a plane curve
of degree 5 which is smooth along all the points T in N such that L T
does non contain the singular point Xo ; it is left to prove here that To
is an ordinary double point for zl. According to [3] without restriction
the line lo has equations Xl= X2 = Xa = °in the ambient projective space
(Xl, . . . , xs) and the cubic equation for X is
(*) A + BX4 + CXs + Dxi + EX4XS + Fxg = °
where A, B, .. ., F are homogeneous polynominials in Xl, X2, Xa of degrees
3, 2, 2, 1, 1 and 1 respectively. A plane L T through lo is determined by
the equations XlfJ'l = X2fJ'2 = xa!),a and (),l, ),2, ),a) are the homogeneous
coordinates of T in N. The equation for zl is
4ADF+ BCE-AE2_FB2_DC2= °
where A, ... , F are now polynominials in ),1, ),2,),a instead of Xl, X2, Xa .
The plane L To through Xo is such that
where K 0 is a conic with a double point in Xo (because X is singular at
xo), hence
(+ )
(if ll =l2 then loEF', contrary to the assumptions). Hence To ELl. Bya
linear change of the variables Xl, X2, Xa, which does not affect the form
of (*), we may assume that the plane L To has equations X2=Xa=0,
(whence T o= (1,0,0)) and that it and l2 are cut on L To by the hyperplanes
X4 = ° and Xs = °respectively. From (+) the point Xo has coordinates
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0); since X is singular at Xo the equation (*) is linear in Xl,
hence
(+ +)
A=Xl QA+CA
B=Xl LB+QB
C=Xl Lc+Qc
where L*, Q*, C* are homogeneous polynomials in X2, Xa of degree
respectively J, 2, 3.
Condition (* **) and the chosen equations for it , iz imply also
(+ + +)
where as above L* is linear while e =1=° is a constant, which we may
assume to be 1. The equation of the tangent cone Yo to X at Xo is then
(++++)
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As recalled, since Xo is an ordinary double point, (+ + + +) represents
a smooth quadric surface in the ambient projective space of coordinates
(X2, Xa, X4, xs).
By (**), (+ +), (+ -I- + ) the equation of the quintic LJ can be written
( x )
where LB, Le, QA are now homogeneous polynomials in (Az, Aa). Then
the point (1,0,0), i.e. To, is an ordinary double point if and only if
(x x )
is not a perfect square. This is what we are going to show.
In the ambient projective space (X2, xa, X4, xs) we cut the quadric
(+ + + + ) with the pencil of planes through the line X2 = Xa = 0. A plane
H(u, v) of this pencil has equation X2/U=Xa/v, so the conic section is
given by
where we put t = X2/U = xa/v and take (t, X4, xs) to be homogeneous coordi-
nates in the plane H(u, v). The conic curve degenerates for those (u, v)'s
such that
(x x x ) QA(U, v) -LB(U, v)Le(u, v) = °
Now the conic section degenerates, i.e. is singular if and only if the
plane H(u, v) is tangent to the quadric. If (x x ) is identically zero then
all the (u, v)'s are solution of ( x x x ), so that all the planes in the pencil
arc tangent to the quadric; this implies that the line Xz = Xa = °lies on
the quadric. If (x x ) is a perfect square different from zero then (x x x)
has just one (up to homogeneity) solution, of multiplicity two, so that
there is just one tangent plane in the pencil; this can happen if and only
if the base line is tangent to the quadric. The line Xz = Xa = °intersects
the quadric (+ + + + ) in (0, 0, 0, I) and (0, 0, I, 0), so neither of the
above cases holds, therefore (x x) is not a square.
(2.7) COROLLARY. Ll is irreducible.
PROOF. A reducible plane curve of degree 5 has at least four double
points or points of higher multiplicity.
(2.8) COROLLARY. The geometric genus of Ll is 5.
As in [12] we put
(2.\)) LJ' ={sES :lsnlo+0 and s +so}
and let q: Ll' -+ L1 be the map defined by q(s)=T, where T is the point
on N with the property that L T is the plane spanned by ls and lo. Since
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X does not contain any 2-plane [20, 5), the same argument as in [3, pg. 5)
yields that LI' is a closed subset of S so that
(2.10) So ¢ closure (LI')=LI'.
Denote by ""1 and lY2 the two lines through Xo which intersect la , that
is put
(2.11)
hence, by identification, Yt E O. We have therefore
(2.12) (i) q(Yl) =q(Y2) = To, (ii) (Yl' Y2) = ,l-l(SO) E 0(2)
Since Yt E Do C S, by (1.6)
(2.13)
where we choose the indexes so that
(2.14) i> 1,2
equivalently we require that lr(Yij) belongs to thej-th ruling of Q, cfr. (1.5).
We proceed to study the algebraic sets LI' and ,l-l(LI '); it turns out
that LI' is an irreducible complete curve with two ordinary double points,
Yl and Y2, and that ,l-l(LI') is the normalization of LI'.
(2.15) LEMMA. LI' and ,l-l(LI') are algebraic curves, i.e. they are every-
where of dimension 1.
PROOF. Put
G= {(x, Y, (t, t')) E J(Yl' Y2) X Z x 0(2):x = Y, (Y, (t, t')) E J}
where J is as in (1.9). Note J(yl, Y2) = t;. The set 0 is the restriction to
J(Yl' Y2) x Z x 0(2) of the subvariety 0' C Z x Z x 0(2) where
G' = (Z x J) r. (diagonal x 0(2)).
So G is closed and by means of intersection theory on smooth varieties
it follows easily
(2.16) dim G ;;;d
Put pr : G -+ 0(2) the projection on the last factor, thenpr is not surjective
because there is at least one curve J(t, t') on Z such that
(2.17)
(equivalently there is a line lA(t,t') which does not intersect lo), hence
(2.18) dim pr(G) <:1.
The intersection (2.17) is always a finite set if (t, t') '1= (Yl, Y2), because
J(Yl' Y2) is irreducible and not contained in any other J(*, *), so that
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for any Z E pr(G): (i) pr-1(z ) is finite if z =F (Yll Y2) (ii) pr-1((Y1, Y2)) =
= {(x, x , (Y1, Y2)): x E J(Y1, Y2)} i.e. dimpr-1(Y1, Y2) = 1. Therefore pr(G) =
= (Yll Y2) u F+ where F + is an algebraic set of dimension exactly 1
because of (2.16), (2.18) and (i) above. As a simple consequence of the
definitions we have
therefore
(2.19) A(F+)=.1'
because 80 rf. .1' by (2.10). Since A is quasi-finite and F+ is an algebraic
curve, also .1' is an algebraic curve. To complete the proof of the lemma
we need to show (*) : ]i'+= J..-1(L1') , by (2.19) and the birationality of}.
it is enough to prove (**) : 1.-1(.1' nDo)CF+. Now according to (2.11)
and (2.13) J.-1(L1' n DO) =Yll +Y12+Y21+Y22 and J(Yij) n J(Y1 , Y2) #0 be-
cause l).(Yi;)=lYi intersects Ie, so YtJE]i'+, which proves (**).
(2.20) LEMMA. The curves 1.-1(.1' ) and Di, i = 1,2, intersect simply
on 0(2).
(2.21) COROLLARY. The curve 1.-1(.1' ) is regular at the points
i = 1,2.
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. Let Gr denote the Grassmann variety G(2,5),
then S C Gr C P; (the projective space) and according to [2, prop. 1.8]
(2.22) ws=Os(l)
where ws is the dualizing sheaf and Os(1) is the Cartier divisor on S
restriction of the tautological divisor O( 1) of Pn. Recall that by definition
(2.23) ws = ExtO,,-2(OS, .0;).
__ 7>
Put SO=S-Do, pO=Pn-Do, since ws is defined locally
(2.24)
Now So is smooth, so according to [1, (4.6)]
(2.25)
therefore the restriction of ws to SO is just the canonical divisor of So.
Let K be canonical divisor of 0(2), that is .Q~(2) = O(K), then, identifying
0(2)-(D1 U D 2 ) with S-Do,
(2.26) O(K)/so = Os(I)/sO, by the above given equalities.
The Schubert divisor O( 1) on Gr represents the set of lines lying on a
given 2-plane n of P4 ; take n to be a general plane which intersects X
along three lines lsI' lS2' lS3 ' i.e. n· X = lSl + l82 + l83 and let L1~, L1~, L1~ be
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the curves on 8 which are defined as LI' is, but starting from l'i' As in
[3, (14)] Os(I) =Os(mlLl~ +m2L1~ +maL1~), where mi, i= 1,2,3, are positive
integers which might a priori be larger than 1 because of multiplicity
of intersection. We have therefore
(2.27)
By (2.26) the divisor (2.27) and K restrict to the same divisor on 80,
so that they differ by some divisor with support in D1 U D2, namely
(2.28)
where nj are convenient integers and the equality is of course modulo
linear equivalence. Recall now that: (i) D1 is a smooth curve of genus 4
(because isomorphic to 0) and that D1 and D2 are algebraically equivalent
with D 1 n D2 =0 (cfr . [6, 8.13]) (ii) that A-l(LI~) is algebraically equivalent
with ji-l(LI') because these curves arc parametrized by the points of S .
By adjunction formula we have therefore
6=(K +D1)·D1=K·D1
= (ml +m2+ma)(J,.-1(LI/) ·Dd,
since rnt:>1 and since J,.-1{LI /) n D1=YlluY21 we deduce rnt=I and
(A-1(LI '). D1) = 2, that is J,.-l(LI') and D1 intersect simply.
We denote by LI~ and LIn the normalizations of LI ' and LI, there is a
diagram
(2.29 )
n
where J,. is birational.
Since q is unramified and hence Hale our LI - To it follows that L.l I
is smooth outside LI ' n Do, by this and 2.21 A-1(LI /) is smooth, that is
(2.30) PROPOSITION. A-l(LI /)~ LI~ .
(2.31) COROLLARY. LI' has exactly two multiple points, Yl and Y2 . They
are ordinary double points.
PROOF. It is left to show that Yl and y2 are ordinary double points,
which is an analytical property. Analytically S at Yl is just the union
L 1 U L 2 of two planes which intersect transversally along a line Do and
Yl E Do (cfr. [6, 7.8]) . To make the desingularization A: 0(2) -+ 8 amounts
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to take the disjoint union L I U L 2• Therefore 2-I(Do)=DI U D2, where
DI in L I and D2 in L2 coincide with the line Do= L I n L2. According to
(2.20) J.-I(Ll') n Lj eLl U L 2 is smooth at YIj E D j , j = I, 2, and it intersects
D, transversally there; since A.: Lj ~ L I U L 2 is an isomorphism into,
the analytic branch A.(A.-I(Ll') n LI) of Ll' is smooth at YI and intersects
Do hence L2 transversally. Consequently at YI zl' has two smooth analytic
branches which intersect transversally, that is YI (Y2) is an ordinary
double point for zl'.
(2.32) COROLLARY. The canonical divisor K of 0(2) is given by (2.28),
where ml=m2=ma=1 and nl=n2= - I.
PROOF. We still have to show nl =n2= -1. The surface S is Cohen-
Macaulay at any point because it is either regular or analytically iso-
morphic to a complete intersection in Ps (cfr. the proof of (2.31)). Ac-
cording to 2.3, 2.4 chapter I of [1]
(04,=04 ' 00, (Os(L1') 00, (Os)
so by (2.22) and the commutativity of the diagram
(2.33)
while, by adjunction formula
(2.34) .01,,. = 04 ,,.(Ll~ . (K+Ll~)).
Since Ll' has just ordinary double points the dualizing sheaf is locally
free and it is the sheaf of the differentials which are regular at YI and Y2.
From (11, IV) of [16]
(2.35)
Comparing (2.35) with (2.33), (2.34) and using (2.27, 28) we get
Ll~· (nIDI +n~2) = - (Yn +YI2+Y2I +Y22),
whence the lemma follows by (2.20).
As in [12, 1.33] there is an involution
(2.36)a
defined by c(s) =s', where qn(s) =qn(S') . Under a the set (Yn +YI2+Y2I +Y22)
is mapped into itself. We proceed to describe the action of a here. Recall
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that the index i has been fixed so that: J.(Yij) = Yt and the index j so that
r»E Dj (whence the line ZvCYii) belongs to the j-th ruling of Q). We put
T1 U T 2 = n-1(To)
and choose the index for T * so that qn(Yn) = T 1. With these conventions
we have
PROOF. For any point d e LIn let it be
J*(d)=J(s) u J(O'(s)), where qn(s)=d.
The set J* = {(z, d): z E J*(d)} C Z x LIn is a closed subvariety because it
is obtained from J C Z x 0(2) (cfr. 1.9) by: (i) restriction to Z x LI~,
(ii) projection from Z x LI~ to Z x LIn. It follows that also the set
J** = {(p, d): p E e(J*(d))} CPs x LIn is a closed subvariety. From (1.8)
the curve e(J*(d)) is the union Zv(8) u ZvCI1(8», so : ( + ) (!(J*(d)) is connected
for a general d, hence for any d e LIn because of Enriques-Zariski con-
nectedness principle, (+ +) the line ZvCYIY2) lies in the plane which contains
e(J*(d)), for any dE LIn. Let it be O'(Yn) =Yxw, then :
e(J*(Tl)) = lYCYn) U lycy=)·
By (+) this curve has to be connected, so 11'CYn) and lycyxw) belong to
different rulings, that is w = 2. By (+ +) the plane containing lYCYn) U
U ZvCYz2) contains the line lycy! ,Y2), which is possible if and only if x = 2.
(2.37)a COROLLARY. On LI~ : (i) a is a morphism, (ii) a is without fixed
points, (iii) qn is etale.
PROOF. (i) a is a birational correspondence between proper normal
curves, hen ce it is an isomorphism. (ii) It amounts to prove that qn is
unramified. Now qn is unramified over LIn - (T 1 u T 2) , because q is such
(owing to the choice of 10 cfr . (2.3)) and it is unramified at T 1 and T 2
because of (2.36)b.
In the same way as we defined the involution a on LI~ we define an
involution, call it a again, on ,1 '. Then by (2.12) a (Yl)=Y2. We have
(2.37)b COROLLARY. On LI': (i) a is a morphism (ii) a is without fixed
points (iii) q is etale.
PROOF. By (2.36) the isomorphism a on LI~ maps the module Yn+ Y12
to Y22 +Y21, so (by the construction of ordinary double points [16, IV, 4])
a induces an isomorphism of the local rings of the double points Yl and
Y2 of LI'. Hence a is defined at the singular points of LI', since it is also
defined on the smooth points by (2.37)a, (i), a is a morphism. (ii) see
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proof of (ii) in (2.37)a. (iii) q is etale over the smooth points of L1' because
of (2.37)a and it is etalc over the double point because it is an analytical
isomorphism there and the base field is algebraically closed.
As in [12] it holds
(2.38) COROLLARY. The curve L1~ is irreducible.
PROOF. Say not, then since qn is etale 2 :1 L1~=A u B, where A and
B are isomorphic with LIn, and A (i B = 0 because L1~ is smooth. If Yn E A
then by (2.36) Y22 E B, similarly if Yij, i,-,6j, E A then Yii E B . It follows
(see (2.14)) that either (+) A .D1=2, A .D2=O, B·D1=O, B·D2=2 or
(+ + ) A·D1=B.D1=A·D2=B·D2=1. Since it is isomorphic to L1n A
has genus 5, by adjunction formula
8 =A · (A + K C(2»)
=A2+A·(3(A+B)-D1-D2) by (2.32)
=4A2_2 because either (-I-) or ( + +)
so A2 is not integer, which is a contradiction.
(2.39) COROLLARY. The genus of LI~ is 9.
PROOF. Follows from (2.8), etaleness and Hurwitz formula.
(To be continued)
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